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Probably, the authors have used the symbols to protect the software from being cracked. A: It's just a way to prevent the file from being shared. File sharing is the process of distributing an electronic file or computer program without permission. This means that a person can change or delete the file. The person can even charge for the file. This way, the person can make money from something that he did not create and which does not belong to him. In file sharing, this
means that a person has to share the whole file. It may be of various types, such as images, videos, sound, and programs. However, file sharing is illegal in many countries, for example, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and Switzerland. A number of companies have developed applications that prevent file sharing. These applications are usually called "Anti-Bit Torrent." Some of the applications are designed to help to download files. However, some of these applications make
a copy of the file to prevent the file from being shared. A person uses this application to share his files instead of the Internet. Source: Now, the thing is that not everyone who uses the file is concerned about copyright. If you don't mind, I'd say that the person is also doing you a favor. When I download things from various sites, I prefer to do it privately. To me, it's more safe. The point is that not everybody is concerned about the image they will see. If you are not, well,
you can use it freely. The important thing is that I would not use it in any situation. Q: Converting non-cryptographically secure random number to secure I'm currently working on an encryption algorithm using a simple obfuscation method to prevent the algorithm from being reverse engineered. The obfuscation is to replace random numbers with letters. For example, if I want the encrypted string to be "abcdefg123", the number 123 would be replaced with the letter a, 123
would be replaced with b, and so on. The result would be "ababcabcababcabcabcababcabcabcabc" where there are four parts: a b a b a b a b a b And the end
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